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Abstract. A regular observational programme with a photoelectric astrolabe have been performed at “Observatoire
du Calern” (Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, OCA,
φ = +43o440 55.01100; λ = −0h 27m 42.44s, Calern,
Caussols, France) for the last twenty years. It has been
almost fully automatized between 1984 and 1987. Since
1988 the photoelectric astrolabe was used without any
modification. In addition to determining the daily orientation of the local vertical, the yearly analysis of the
residuals permits to derive corrections to the used star
catalogue (Vigouroux et al. 1992).
A global reduction method was applied for the ASPHO
observations. The new form of the equations (Martin &
Leister 1997) give us the possibility of using the entire set
of the observing program using data taken at two zenith
distances (30o and 45o ).
The program contains about 41648 stars’ transits of
269 different stars taken at “Observatoire du Calern”
(OCA).
The reduction was based on the HIPPARCOS system.
We discuss the possibility of computing absolute declinations through stars belonging simultaneously to the 30o
and 45o zenith distances programmes. The absolute declination corrections were determined for 185 stars with precision of 0.02700 and the value of the determined equator
correction is −0.01800 ± 0.00500. The instrumental effects
were also determined. The mean epoch is 1995.29.
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1. Introduction
Although the HIPPARCOS system will make remarkable achievements, there are many things to do after
HIPPARCOS (Clauzet et al. 1990; Kovalevsky 1991), such
as: the improvement of fundamental reference systems
of stars, the extension of fundamental catalogue to faint
stars, the maintenance of the HIPPARCOS reference system, the extension of HIPPARCOS catalogue.
The automatized photoelectric astrolabe (here-after
ASPHO) at the “Observatoire du Calern” (OCA, φ =
0
00
+43o 44 55.011 ; λ = −0h 27m 42.44s, Calern, Caussols,
France) observed two years at two zenith distances (30o
and 45o ) which turns it able to determine absolute declinations of stars (Martin & Leister 1997). One must note that
automatization not only gave to ASPHO a real impersonality, but also a very much improved output, particularly
during the long winter nights.
After July 1993, the pillar made in concret was replaced by a crude metalic pillar. Thus, the thermal problems in the ASPHO were diminished and was possible to
put an elevator to the mercury basin. This made possible
the observations at 30o and 45o zenithal distances.
The stars are arranged in two different observational
programmes (ASPHOI and ASPHOII), in 11 groups of
fixed composition with the best azimuth repartition.
In the period 1993-1996, 41648 stars transits were observed in the declination zone −2o to 88o . The catalogues
composition are 169 stars at ASPHOI (30o ) and 180 at
ASPHOII (45o ) having a total of 349 stars.
In this total was included 84 stars at almost maxima
digression condition and 62 that were common at the two
catalogues.
With this set of data it was possible to determine 185
absolute declinations (δabs ). Our method allows to obtain
the declination corrections of all stars.
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In this paper we consider all the programme stars in
the global reduction method (Martin et al. 1996; Martin
& Leister 1997). We accomplished the global reduction
due the small number of common stars in the catalogues
observed at two zenith distances.
Despite the fact that the number of stars is small, this
method allowed a better evaluation of the observational
set. We obtained a better definition of the errors involved
in the process and a global definition of the colour and
magnitude equations; furthermore we were able to get directly the equator correction (η) and the declination correction (∆δ).

2. Observational method
The observational programme (30o or 45o ) was changed
every 3 or 4 weeks. All the star groups must be sufficiently
observed to make the internal and the external agreements
and to have the significative mean residuals.
At Calern Observatory there are near 200 nights of observation per year that allow to obtain more or less 600
groups. In summer this quantity is smaller (2 or 3 groups)
but the observational quality is better. The autocolimation is used to position the optical square with precision.

Considering all the star observations (i) in the involved catalogues (j), we can write, for each transit (east
and west - E and W), the following equations (Martin &
Leister 1997):
j
j
= −∆αi | sin ZiE
| cos φ + ∆δi cos Sij +
−RiE
j
j
| +η j cos ZiE
− ζj
+ξ j | sin ZiE
j
−RiW

=

j
+∆αi | sin ZiW
| cos φ + ∆δi cos Sij
j
j
−ξ j | sin ZiW
| +η j cos ZiW
− ζj ,

(2)
+
(3)

where:
RE and RW are the east and west mean residuals in
zenith distance after the addition of group corrections
for east and west transits of the star (homogenisation of
the stellar groups), and S is the parallactic angle. The
constant η can be understood as the difference between
the real and observed values of the latitude after the homogenisation of the stellar groups (related with the equator correction); the constant ζ is related to the true zenith
distance of observation (instrumental effects); Z is the star
azimuth from North to East; φ the local latitude, and ξ
the constant related to the equinox correction.
Adding the mean residuals (RE and RW ) above, the
stellar declination corrections can be computed from astrolabe observations by the formula (Débarbat & Guinot
1970):

3. Reduction method
We have one conditional equation for each observation:

∆δi = −[(RE + RW )]ji /(2 cos Sij ) − η j cos Zij / cos Sij +
+ζ j / cos Sij ,

(O − C)(− sin Z . cos φ) =
= 1/15[(UT0 − UTC) − ∆L] sin Z . cos φ+∆φ . cos Z+R
−∆α. sin Z . cos φ − ∆δ . cos S

(1)

where: UT0 − UTC, ∆L and ∆φ represent the deviations
related to the pole motion and the Earth rotation velocity;
R is related to the zenith distance correction.
We obtain the residual (O − C) after the groups reduction for each star passage (east and west).

From Eq. (3), we can write:
[(RE + RW )/2]ji = −∆δi cos Sij − η j cos Zij + ζ j .

A global reduction method was applied for photoelectric astrolabe residuals. The approach is much simpler
although more precise than the conventional method.
The new form of the equations (Martin et al. 1996;
Martin & Leister 1997) give us the possibility of using the
entire set of the observing programme using the different
data taken at two zenith distances.
In this method, the data and the unknowns are treated
as symmetrically as possible with a determined statistical weighting. The used symmetric form aims to get the
mean residuals with statistical independence and uniform
variance.

(5)

Considering all of the star observations with double passage (E/W), and the colour index and magnitude function
C(Ii , mi ) 1 , we get the average of the mean residuals (ρji ):
ρji = −∆δi cos Sij + (B1 mi + B2 m2i + A1 Ii
+∆z)j − η j cos Zij ,

4. Analysis method

(4)

(6)

where:
ρ = (RE + RW )/2; B1 , B2 , A1 are the magnitude and
colour index coefficients; mi is the visual apparent magnitude of the star; Ii is the visual colour index (B − V ) of
the star and ∆z is the zenith distance correction.
The possibility of computing absolute declinations
rests on the determination of η.
This equation can be applied to all stars even to transit
stars with only one zenith distance to get systematic differences ∆δ, which is not possible with the classical methods.
For the stars which are at maximum digression condition
1

Polynomial function: second degree to magnitude and first
degree to colour index - (Boczko 1989; Martin & Clauzet 1990;
Martin et al. 1996; Martin 1998).
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0 .3 0

Table 1. Colour and magnitude coefficients - (global reduction)
catalogues

0 .2 0

B1 (00 )
B2 (00 )
A1 (00 )
∆z(00 )

−0.007
+0.015
−0.001
−0.009

±
±
±
±

ASPHO2
0.011
0.025
0.012
0.003

−0.016
+0.025
+0.009
−0.007

±
±
±
±

0.011
0.029
0.010
0.009

the coefficients of cosS in the matrix vanishes, and these
stars do not contribute to the ∆δ determinations.
However, the system has a singularity, which is removed by the condition:
ηASPHO1 = ηASPHO2 = η.

E quator correction (")

ASPHO1

0 .1 0

0 .0 0

-0 .1 0

This paper
B ranham & S an guin 1992: + 0".22+/-1".19
O ther literature results:

-0 .2 0

A dans et al 1 964,1968; B ranham 1978,1979; Clauzet et al 1990;
K oles nik 1995; K ristensen 1 980; Laubsc her 1972; Leis ter 1989 ;
M artin& Leister 1997; P enna et al 1996; P oppe 1994 and
P oppe et al 1996

-0 .3 0
1 9 5 0 .0 0

1 9 6 0 .0 0

1 9 7 0 .0 0

1 9 8 0 .0 0

1 9 9 0 .0 0

M .E .O . (years)

5. Results
We used 269 different stars belonging to ASPHO1 and
ASPHO2 catalogues obtained at OCA. Our goal is to determine 185 declination corrections (∆δ) taking into account that 84 stars were in the near maxima digression
condition.
An analysis of the individual values of ∆δ as obtained
from global reduction as well as the extension to the noncommon stars, was made and the results are based on
HIPPARCOS system.
The ∆δ are obtained as the addition of the east and
west mean residuals that means they may contain instrumental effects such as magnitude and colour equations. In Table 1 we have the magnitude and colour index
coefficients (instrumental effects) obtained by the global
reduction.
Based on Table 1 we can conclude that the colourmagnitude effects in the photoelectric astrolabe (ASPHO)
are very small confirming the quality of the results.
These results are comparable with the best results presented in the literature. The general standard deviation
obtained by the global reduction is 0.02700 and the value
of η is −0.01800 ± 0.00500.
It is interesting to note that the magnitudes analysed
here are not bigger than 8.0. Thus, we can only say that
there is not any colour-magnitude effect in this term. It
is possible that it is not true to magnitudes bigger than
8.0. There is a project to transform the detection from
photoelectric to CCD form.
The obtained equator correction is small confirming
that the equator used in the FK5 system in the observed
zone as well as that these values are compatible with the
dynamical values for the equator correction taking with
others techniques (Leister 1989) as showed in Fig. 1.
The comparison of our results with the dynamical
ones confirms the astrolabe as a potential instrument for
ground-based astrometry.

Fig. 1. Equator corrections (Martin & Leister 1997, modified)

Thus, the photoelectric astrolabe can be a very important instrument for the definition of the fundamental
reference equator. The results confirm also the position
adopted by Fricke (1982) in order to maintain the equator
of the FK4 system in the FK5 system.
The ∆δ and σ∆δ are shown in Figs. 2a,b. The ∆δ distribution has mean −0.01000 and standard deviation 0.00300
and the σ∆δ distribution has mean 0.04900 and standard
deviation 0.00300. The dotted line represents the Gaussian
fitting.

6. Discussion
It must be pointed out that, in our case, we estimated the
equator correction and ∆δ corrections for the declination
zone (mostly north hemisphere) of the ASPHO observations (−2o ≤ δ ≤ 88o ).
In a near future we will reduce all the data taking into
account the IERS system utilizing the ∆φ and ∆t given
by the IERS and the ∆R given by the group observations.
We expect to obtain results not so different from these
ones but with a better precision.

7. Conclusions
In spite of the small number of common stars in ASPHO1
and ASPHO2 catalogues, the results confirm the opportunity and validity of the global reduction to compute
absolute declinations. The comparison of our results with
dynamical ones confirms the astrolabe as a potential instrument for this class of observations.
Since February 1998, the photoelectric astrolabe from
Calern Observatory (France) is at Antares Astronomical
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Fig. 2. a) ∆δ and b) σ∆δ distribution

Observatory (λ = +38o 570 5300 ; φ = −12o 150 2500 , Bahia,
Brazil). We hope, in a near future, to present the results
of the observations that will start on March 1999.
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